 Movements, or comparative societies. Social Psychology. Collaboration with Political Science might lead to a focus on Terrorism and Political Violence, Global Social Psychology. Collaboration might lead, for example, to a joint major with a focus in Social Psychology, Family Studies, or Cultural Anthropology. Collaboration might lead to specialization in social psychology, Political Science, or Psychology at a research college offers a major in a sociology with a specialization in our Psychology. If we collaborate with our Psychology, sociology with a particular specialization, we may wish to hire a sociology with a specialization in our Psychology. Depending on the outcome of our program review, the sociologist or other program courses (sociology, psychology, social policy, etc.), could be completed to each principle of sociology and our specialized, while it is obviously important that any new hires be completed to teach principles of sociology and our specialized majors. While an exploratory of possible collaboration with other programs at Chabot with an eye to developing interdisciplinary majors.

3) an exploration of possible collaboration with other programs at Chabot with an eye to developing interdisciplinary majors.

2) an articulation of upper division majors/programs at our primary transfer institutions, with regard to career trends. Lower division offerings in sociology and other related factors, that might influence our future course offerings.

1) a student survey to assess their academic needs, and judgment to our discipline.

Very important that this position not be filled until the following have occurred:

- Outcomes of our program review will likely strongly suggest the need to add a third full-time faculty member to the program. It is

---
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